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Humor Magazine
Names Twin Dolls
by Wince Perrin
Lyke, SJS’s humor magazine.
hit Sparta this morning with all
the popularity of its two Lykeable Dolls: Rhojeane and Maryanne Glover, twin daughters of
Edward C. Glover, SJS engineering professor.
Lyke will be 011
today only
.

At Short Meeting

until 3 pm., and may be pui
chased for 25 cents. This issue’s
editor was Betty Lou Peterson;
her business manager, Stella tittaviano

The two Miss Glovers were
born in Kansas, but moved to
San Jose five years ago. Both
are 18-year-olcl, 5 ft., 2 in.
blondes %wit), aa Lykc staffel
Yvocne Ellingson describes them
are "identically likeable, indenti,ally cute, and identical twins!"
This issue’s Lykeable Prof
Dr Leroy R. Posey of the Mathematics Department. Dr. Pose:..
former mathematics departmental
head at Southern University in
Music lovers will have an op- Baton Rouge. accepted a position
portunity te hear the San Jose at SJS.in September of last year
Symphony Orchestra tonight at
Dick Tyler writes that The
8:15 o’clock in the Concert Hall. 40-year-old professor has estabThe orchestra will be under the lished himself with his students
direction of its regular conductor. and all who know him. as one
W. Gibson Walters, associate professor of music, who has just returned from a six-months’ sabbatical leave.
The program will include the
Overture to "Prometheus," Op43
by L. van Beethoven The ballet
Is based on the Greek fable of
Prometheus, "a lofty soul who
drove the people of his time from
ignorance. refined them by means
of science and the arts and gave
them manners, customs and morals"
Also on the program will be
the "Fantasy for Trombone and
Orchestra," by Paul Creston, who
is an almost entirely self-taught
American composer. Creston is
particularly interested in rhythms.
Melody is perhaps second, and
farther down the line comes harmony and tone C0101. he ocilo
instrunsents he has featured have
been unusual ones, his scores including a concerto for saxophone
DR. LEROY R. POSEY
and one, for marintba. Dan Live. . . Lykeable Prof
say, a senior music major, will be
of
the
most
considerate and helpfeatured on the trombone tonight.
The second half of the cpncert ful men on Campus
will present the "Concerto No 2
Lyke again features some exin C Minor for Piano and Or- change cartoons and jokes, clever
chestra,’’ Op. 18 by Seri Each- -Pilfered Pies," and the usual
maninoff. The concerto is consi- smattering of collegiate humor’
dered’ by critics to be one of As usual, it is all really very
Raehmaninoff’s
most popular funny.
works.
Lyke tikes Spartans "Round
The Overture, "The Russian The Square" in its analysis of
Easter," Op. 36 by N. Rimsky- collegiate madners and morals,
Korsakoff will conclude the pro- quirks and foibles.
gram. This concert overture is
There’s a probing article about
based on themes from the "Obik- Spartan Gymnastics, "Next Stop:
hod," a collection of canticles of The Nationals!" by Sal Orlando
the Russian Oilliodox Chureh He writers: .
Ron Philliy
The composer wrote, in his book gives promise of becoming on,
"My Musical Like," "In order of the greatest Spartan gymnas:.
to appreciate my Overture even of all times."
ever so slightly, it is necessary that
"Bud Winter, Ambassador of
that. the hearer should have at- Good Will," another piece by Ortended Easter morning service at lando, describes, in rather glowleast once and, at that, not in a ing terms, the SJS track and
domestic chapel, but in a cathe- field coach’s recent world tour.
dral thronged with people from "A Slight Bit of Fiction"Orlanevery walk of life, with several do againis so mirthfully mudpriests conducting the cathedral dled that it defies description
aerviae."
"A Look at the Washington
Tonight’s presentation will tea. Square." by Carol Lucas. presents
ture Karin Kahl, SJS music stu- a satiric picture of S.IS "fashion
dent. no th, pja,,,
facts" as they might have looked
from a wounded grasshopper.
"Wire Wheels and RPM’s," by
\ ogelo Guttadauro, is an intersting survey of sports car Americana as seen through "The Continentals." a San Jose sports car
club.
Dr John T. Wahlqueo j,I
dent of San Jose State o
San Diego Thursday and Fricke
attending a meeting of the West
ern Ciollego Association.. As chairman of the association’s accreditation committee, he will reptirt on
Merliber,
\
I tIn a 1,,
the visit the committee recently alien committee
held their first
made to the University of Cali- meeting of the spring
semester
fornia at Riverside.
last
at the home of Ma
Presiding over the conference. Helennight
Dimmick, associate dean 0
which i$ being held at the U S students.
meeting served
Grant Hotel. vill be the Rev Her- orient newThe
to
man .1. Houk, S J., president of unct ions. members the group
the University of Smith ’Clara
The committee includes flay
a nd president of the OSOotern Freeman.
Din Hubbard. Joan Oe
Collc..:e Assn.
a-e Marilyn Moltke, Joe Clark.
Marie Carr. Richard Outland, Dr
Murray Clark and represntatives
’.\ _\, DV and Panhellenic.

College Symphony
To Present Concert
Tonight on Campus

Dr. Wahlquist
To Attend Talks

Initial Meeting
Of Committee Held

Theater Ushers

Girls oho would like to usher at any of the remoiniug performances of -1 he Oleo hant
fit Vonkers" should contact .lane
Dickson at the College Theater
Boo Office from 1 to 5 p m.
today.
"The Merchant of Yonkers"
oil! he presented ThursdaY. Friday and Saturday- nights at
8:15 o’clock in the ( ollege
’Theater.

Ski Club Signup
The deadline for registering for
the weekend’s Ski Club trip to
Soda Springs has been extewit,t
until today at 5 p.m. Cost of the
trip is $11 for transportation,
meals and lodging from Friday
night until Sunday morning. Without transportation the fee is $7.
Fees are being received in the
Student Affairs Business Office.

skeatde Dolls Rhojeanne
and 31,tra aline (do\ er are seen
here o ith their father, engineer
jog professor Litoard ( (:10%er at sis. Both girls are
kindergarten primary majors
and have a mutual dislike for

:lass pleaded pithy to a eharge
iilegal advertesw3
and csa fined Si and placed on probation for the remainder of the
semester at yesterday’s session of the Student Court
(laws against the class were for placing a sign, which Acker
t!....d dance. above the 1.thrtrs :Arch. witiond permiosion front St.’
A
It ..i !
Dill !sturgeon. lass president
tated that former class otfici.tis
had permiot.ion to place Such .111
ad over the arch. hut later urn.
foreedon-rirange the dote nit titr
dance from December to Linore 13 The) had sod reapplied
S.1111 permlo
for the net
siren, bringing about the charge.
Bob Becker, chief justice of the
We Do!
Oehave Like Student Court, said in his sentencBiondi& Beings" will be the title of ing remarks that many campus
lecture by Dr S I Ilayakawa
have been violating
today at 10:30 a m in Morris organisations
this code and in the future would
l)ailca Auditorium
dealt with more strictly. HowThe noted semantics- authority be
the present case the
ever
vitt show how the psychology of court infelt extenuating eireumwords influences actions of the stancea dictated the sentence.
vople who hear thens, and rePrior to the start of the meet’ate how this can lead to undo- ing two new justices were sworn
it-able behavior
into office. The new members
Dr. Hayakawa. currently teachthe court are Nancy Curtis,
’ng at San Francis:xi Sta,le, was ; of
turner female justice. and Dick
in the Summer Sessien faculty Pane, junior male justice
here last summer and drew capOther business taken up during
ecity audiences with his lectures
course of the session was disan the semantics of modern art. the
cussion of a possible open assemand the semantics of jazz.
bly to take place before the forthHe will be introduced by Dr coming ASB elections. This asHarold Milk-n, acting chairtnan sembly. would take place in either
for the Division of Language and the Inter Quad or some other
Literature, who introduced Hay- similar location. and would be for
akawa recently when he spoke the purpose of introducing candifor the San Jose Community For- dates to the student%
um series in the First Methodist
Church.
State’s College Lot-tore Series.
headed by Dean Joe H West. is
sponsoring. Hayakawa
Dr. Hayakawa is at present edi
ting the maeazine "ETC: A Review of General Semantics." His
best seller of n few years ago.
"Language in Thought and Ac tion." is used by the SJS Depart-

the expression: "Which twin has
the tone.’ The take all their
cla.ses together and share their
hooks. Thes are IS-sears old, 5
ft
in blondes (33-23-331
_photo ha Dim kins

t Ic agelioa released by Don Hubbard, ASD president, today’s meeting of the Student Council sOoulci be a short
one. The only new business to be
taken up at the s:siicin is a request frem Leaders Politica:ion.
There will be the usual committee and organizational reports
from campus groups including
Student Court, Public Relations.
Rally Committee, Student Act:vities Board and Centennial Committee, but nothing under the
heading of old business
Some discussion is expected on
the topic of the meeting between
prospective candidates and present members of the Council. slated to take place tomorrow afternoon at 3:30 o’clock in the Stuii’lit

President Reports Six Compete for ’Jack 0’ Clubs’ Title;
Dance Bids on Sale in Outer Quad
On Eastern Trip

Candidates
!To Study
S B Off ices

Bids go int sale bola). tor the -jack O. Clubs Dan,c" sponsored ment of JournalisM
hy the Associated Women Students. They will he sold in the Outer
Po, pective candidates in the
Student Body elections scheduled
Quad through Friday from 9:30 a.m. - 2:30 p.m. The price of the
for the first week in May, will
bids is $1.10 and the girls take the men as it is Leap Year.
have an opportimity to become
hc nam.d at the dan.:e and those rune
A -jack
better acquainted with the funcfor the title are Dale McPhersea
tions and problems of the various
Ralph Parker. "Conley" Ree
offices at a special meeting toAl Walburg, Ray Freeman aini
Letters were sent to class coon- morrow afternoon at 3:30 o’clock
Al Behr. The voting is done as
eels this week advising them to in the Student Union. Don Hubthe tickets an sold. The wion,
plan their events ahead of time bard. ASH president announced
will receive a $10 money ord..
ing
I instead of relying on tradition to yesterday.
Interviews were conducted In
Bob Russel’s band will play for
ooure event, for them
In the initial phases of the meetWashington D.C.. Atlanta. C.a.; the affair which is to be held at
The CSTA "Election Dinner"
According to Ray Freeman, stu- . mg, Bob Becker, chief justice of
New York; Detroit, Mich.: Iowa the San Jose Women’s Club, Sat- scheduled to take place this eve- ient
boal4abakomas.0a Our littudoot. Cattalo .avilj outline
(its. Iowa; and Chicago. 111. - .-WM, Maret’’’’,7, flont 9 p.m. ning at 5.30 p.m. in the BAT boardactivitiost
decided trr a:vire-We let- and explain the requirenients each
Dr. Wahlquiot .said that lie until 1 j.M.
Room of the Catholic Women’s. ters to remind the classes of a office seeker must fulfill to befound no applicants for positions
An Irish theme will be carried
they made last semester come a candidate
in nursing, occupational therapy out in the decorations as the Center. Ticket, may be purchased decision
in which tradition was sidetrackMembers of the present Stuor home economics
date for the dance falls on St at the door at 50 cents apiece.
ed when one class was given a dent Council and Court will be
He reported there was a short- Patrick’s Day.
Hugh Page, a member of the dance because they had the re- introduced and throw in attenage of people for elementary eduKay Daly is chairman of the San Francisco chapter of the Cali- quest in long before the class who dance will be broken up into
cation instructors
dance, Elaine Perry heads the desponsored it
groups, enabling candidates to
Xhe president also reported corations committee, Pat O’Con- fornia Teachers Association. will traditionally
The board belives that giving single out the present holder of
that he had difficults in regards nell is handling coronation pro- be guest speaker
choice Ls not con- the office in whieh cabal is partitradition
first
to positions in the Engineering ceedings, Pat Meams is in charge
The purpose of the dinner is
to good student leadership, cularly interested
Department, revealing that sal- of refreshments and Joan Healy. to honor newly elected CSTA ducive
according to Freeman.
The discussion Of each group
ary was the biggest problem.
bids
officers. Scott Mize, outgoing prewill be centered on the particuHowever, positions in industrial
sident, will preside over the dinlar problems and responsibilities
arts, business. art, music, speech.
ner
which go with each office
journalism, cnglish, physical oda
Certificates will be awarded to
Hubbard hopes that the meetcation, science. social science at..
members in honor of outstanding
Post-graduate students who will ing and special discussion groups
humanities do not appear to be
AWS will meet today at 4:30 activity in the organization dur qualify for teaching credentials will help the incoming group to
to hard to fill, according to the
o’clock in Room 117. Women’s log the past years The certificates at the end of the semester should better understanding of their lobs
presidc ett.
Week will be discussed. Enter will be presented (hiring the din- fill out applications this month and at the same time make the
tainmcnt also is on the agenda. ner by Mize
in Room 120.
job a little easier.

More than 100 persons were interviewed for faculty positions at
Sao Jose State by President John
T. Yliahlquist during his trip to
the east
Er. Wahlquiat reported
that prior to his departure. job
iescriptions were mailed to the
east as %veil as an itinerary of the
hotels at which he would be stay-

S.F. Member Talks
At CSTA D.nner

AWS Meet Today

Dr. Holland To Talk
To Senior Group

Continuing the series of speaker’s to appear before the Senior
Briefing group, Professor Jack
Holland of the merchandising division of the Business Department
will speak 011. "Modero Business’
Search for Managerrient"
’I’d like to stress the need for
a broader edueation for the College oudent. rather than a narrow
one." Professor Holland said. The
speech will cover trainees of buse
ness, the cultural heritage of the
students and the problems of
placement.
The first 20 minutes of the
Briefing session will be spent in
reviewing job and career oppor!unities that have come throagh
’he placement office. Business of
aterest to the seniors will also
discussed.
Professor Holland is the fifth
speaker in the series of thirteen

To Discuss
Affiliation Change
Student aY" will discuss the po!ential of the "V’ as It is under the
YM and li’WCAS. or if it should
lwrome au ecumenical body eniisting its members from the vanes
met churl-Ors, tonight at its re:oilier 7:30 o’clock meeting, accordino to publicity chairman

Freshman Camp
Todas is the last daƒ students
call appin for Freshman Camp
counselor Jobs, at-cording to
Paul Thomsen, Freshman Camp
direetor.
Student% may sign up in the
Student Union. Seniors are ineligible

Letters Advise

a

Classes To Plan

Grads To File

Problems in Transferring To San Jose
ƒTop Discussion of Junior College Meeting
To,i7ty Ch..ƒ114,11CS, Junior
loge presidents and their reel, sectalives, held their annual meeting on campus yesterday
Discussion revolved around ’
problems involved in junior
lege students transferring to San
Jose State
la the weleliming Speech, President John T Wahlquiet reported oil enrollment figures of State
colleges and related Forne of the
problems and expansion plans of
SJS He talked about the restudy
ol higher education to further
clarify the role of junior colleges
and state colleges.
One of the topics discuFseci by
the delegates was the Junior college courses fir which upper division credit is given here. Also
discussed was the offering’ of
fewer pre-professional courses at
State. the reason for this being
that junior colleges offer these in
their curricula now.
Dean of Students Stanley Benz
was chairman of the discussion
period. Lunch was served to the
representatives in the Tea Room
of the Home Eccammies Building
and the meeting, held in 4ae
Speech and Donna Bundler?, oat.
adjourned at 2 pm
Seventeen Junior colleges w re
representattel at the meetings
Next Tuesday high school it
cipals will converge on campus
for a meeting similar to the one
held yesterday

Rally Committee
Rally Committee will .mcet
day at 3:30 p m. in the SOW.
Union to finis), work on the hi.
school convention that is being
I lanned

DISCUSSING A PROBLEM during Wm h lime ii
the Tea Room of the Dome Economies Building
are delegates to the junior college presidents’
meeting held ou campus yesterday. Standing are
,left to right) Dr. Stanley Rena.. dean of students.
’Thomas Merson, dean of instruction at Rakers

field

J.C.:

and President John T. Wahlgaist.

seaicd are still to right) Roy C. McCall. president of Modesto J.( .; Calsin (’. Flint, president
(if alonterey Peninsula College; aod Stuart Dufour. president Of ’Hartnett J.c.
photo by Steinreich
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Five Minutes Till Spring
i the 1,,
Spring is just around the corner, an
a gradual change around campus in aniteas s types of trtviIuii
ment and fashions is taking place. A resume of all these changes
will appear in this Friday’s special Spartan Daily Five Minutes

Till Spring- issue.

Special features on swimming, beach parties, dances or
how to spend those many spring hours will be included in 0,

Al

ec.htion.
Sports highlight the spring season and the Daily will fecitur.
articles and pictures on flying, skiing, hiking, baseball and sprin,s

..Psgt
....

training.
Campus entertainment, featores, ci general summary ol
fine arts activities with emphasis on spring concerts, and a general
review of social activities will acid to the completeness of the

s

to

. t ,1*
N p* ,

..
rxr ’

... ’

-6*.

y,’-ar

isstie.
New spring fashions for men and women will be presented
Beachwear, spoils clothes, Easter hats, wedding attire and dressy
dresses will highlight the women’s section.
Men wilt get a glimpse of the latest styles in spring suits,
new colors for sportswear, and the smartest attire for beachwear in the men’s section.
Spring fever naturally is predominant during the season and
the Daily will feature articles on "How to Cure" this unavoidable
and contagious disease.
So watch for Friday’s ’Five Minutes Till Spring" edition,
which will include pictures, advertising and features to give you
a head start re t..-e to spen.-4 .our spring vacation.

Spartan Daily
San Jose

State College

Entered as second class matter April
74, 1934, at San Jose Calif , under
the act of March 1, 11379 Membe,
California Newspaper Publishers As
sociation.
Published daily by the Associated
Students of San Jose State College
except Saturday and Sunday, during
the collegewear with one issue during
each final examination period
Telephone- Clams 4.64 I4-Eddo,
lot, Ext. 210; Ada/rng Capt. E.?
211I.
Subscriptions accepted only on a
remainder-of-school year basis In fall
semester, $3; in Spring semester,
$ I 50.
Press of the Santa Clara Journal
1440 Franklin St., Santo Clara, Calif.

BUYING SOMETHING/
Check Your Spartan Daily
Advertisers First

IIE, WHAT’S COIN’ 0..

That seems to he the question on the
face Of Tillie, a ring tailed cat. as she looks squairdy into the
"Dims like machine" that is about to take het Militias Tillie is
new to the Science Depattnieut "menagerie," and she draws quite
--photo bs Steinreich
trot. d

Ring-tailed Tillie
New ’Zoo’ Addition
By JIM KALLENBACH
Newest addition ti ti. s are-e 1X,partment "Zoo- is Miss Tithe,
ring tailed cat, who scans.
a cat at all, but a member (if the racsin family.
Tillie is enawing tamer by the day but still is a little wild at times.
1,s’t Ist(,n1
. 1., 1},. !,.1 f .1 stream of students passing by and
-topping to Laik at her. When
-indents stop to "talk" to her,
lithe is inclined to tw
I mining quickly back into her
box She gradually is getting used
is, people though, by nature racsoorts are friendly animals.
It Isn’t always Pass to see
Tillie during ,C1111111 hours, a,4
%he ig strictly- as nocturnal Aninsal. Ring tailed CAti dislike

IlleCtitlip
.rtit-sAA
announcements
Alpha Eta Rho

will meet tonight at 7 o’clock in Aero Lab.
Alpha Chi Epsilon will hear guest Dr. Mary Bowers speak on
-Child Behavior" tonight at 7.30 o’clock in Room 20.
California Student Teachers Association will meet tonight at
5’30 o’clock in Catholic Women’s Center.
DeMolay Club will meet tomorrow at 7 p.m. in Room 20.
Deseret Club will meet today at 310 p.m. at the Institute, cornet
Utter
i of 10th and San Fernando streets.
JERRI LEE HUNT
Business Manager
Newman Club will hear the Rev. John S. Duryea speak on "ReliHARRY SAGE
gion and Alcohol," tonight at 8 o’clock at Newman Hall.
Day Editor
Occupational Therapy will meet today at 7 p.m. in B72.
DIANE CORHEAD
News Editor .
..
Wilbur Sims
Physics Society will meet tomorrow it 10.30 a.M. on the Science
Sports Editor
Pete Mock&
Building roof.
Socioty-Fine Arts lane ’arbor White
Social Affairs Committee will meet tomorrow at 3 30_p m. in StuAssistant
Moms Coshead
Copy Desk CishRE
dent Mon.
Keplinger
Feature Editor
Shelby Tree
Student V will meet today at 7.30 p.m. in Student Y.
Wire Editor

Rita Sabo!

Photo Editor
.
Esrhang Editor

.

. Simon Steinreich

Librarian

Vince Perrin
1. Vonderembs

REPORTERS
Barker.
Janet Illruc,

Bob

Thomas
Bruffy, Clark 11.ggs. Gary Butlr, Fred
Claire. James Kaltenbach Don
Dick
0 Connor, Don Osborn.,

R$,

NO*

taffy

Khrushchev Discourages
One-man Dictator Talk

Nikata S Khrustichev seems to tnie 11-1n;an Presiiimin of the
be going out of his way to dis-lCommunist Party.
Wilsausage talk that he wants to be
Certainly Khrushehey is in a
liamson, Yu Howarth.
a new Josef Stalin.
position of great power. He is the
ADVERTISING STAFF
He put great emphasis, in his First Secretary of the CommitOM". Manage. MANY PAT JAMESON
speech to the Communist Party nist Party. In that capacity he
Allen
Hahn,
John Howard.
Joel
Saffron, Ray Illittemon, Cynthia Clark,
Congress in Moscow last week, on controls the party machinery It
Jcok Cummings. John Elliot, Barb Fisthe official line that Soviet Rus- was as Secretary General ot the
cher, Terry Sweeney,
0.6 Hurlbut’’, sia is now under collective lead- Partythe same thingthat StalHenry
Hustedt,
Joan
Henderson,
ership
In made himself supreme.
Wayn
Holbert,
Joseph
Kennedy,
Some experts have become conBut there is a lot of difference
trrsh
Lyons,
Charles
Leider, Jack
vinced that Khrtischey has die- betwecal the atmosphere in MosErickson Robert Mantel!, Eleanor V
tatorial ambitions and that he is COW now and that which toasted
D,rli Russel.
not far from his goal.
for so many years when Stalin
Others insist that leadership ruled
rally is rsllective, and lies in
Stalin was a man of unbridled
ambition. He trampled his way
to the front over the bodies of
men who had been his friends
and colleagues lie trusted noCY 2-6627
In celebration et the 100th an- body Bitterly vindictive. he nevniversarat of the fouming of San er forgave a re:d or a fancied
Jose State College, the major wrong. Mn Russian leader, howevents comrnerorating the oc- ever loyal. could feel safe as long
casion have been announced by as Stalin was the one-man rinsthe Centennial Committee, head’ :don authority
ed by Dean Joe H West.
The festivities of the centenLITTLE MAN ON CAMPUS
nial will open May 2, 1957, with
President’s Convbcation to be
held in the Civic Auditorium
Whatever
Iluncheon for delegates will ts
the
low at the Hotel Sainte Cla.
In the afternoon, ceremonies .
occasion
be held on campus where a
torical marker’ will be dedie...,
Say it
3
In the evening, there will I .
with
%(
special production of the Ceti.,
nial play for gueats
Flowers
A musical production for so.
children will be held May 3, s
FLOWER
repeated in the evening for ads
SHOP
Saturday. May 4, has tentats.,
2-0462-10th
So, to CƒCII0
CY
twen set as the annual Alm
llomecoming day.
The dramatic production will
he repeated each evening. May
I; through hituy 11, in the College
Theater On May 7, there will be
Onenteutaira Pre-Testell Oil Colors
a recognition dinner. at which
Drumbruher’s Acodomy Oil Colors
, time persons who have eontributCirsimborner s Designer’s Colors
ed to the welfare of the college
Oromborher’s Downers
over the years will be honored
On May 8, at Spartan Stadium, a
-A SPECIAL-barbecue ssith student arid faculNu Art Students end These
who point for Pleasurel
ty participation will be held.
Final events of the celebration
"HOW TO PAINT
will be a dinner and the Centen
AND DRAW"
Mai Ball on Friday, ,1
10.
JAn

Eleanor

Weimer,.

Spalding,

James

Tognoli, Don Sheets,
Down Ewing, Harold

Sims,

teioh

Tidrick Typing Service
West Announces
Thesis - Themes
Centennial Events
?

It’s Coming

BAKKAS

COMPLETE LINE
OF

B,

& WALLPAPER COMPANY
pn Thur.% Nights)
1 1 2 S 2nd St.
CY 2-1447

The ring-tailed catknown by
the ancient Mexican name of eacomistleLs related to the raecoon but clarets in that it has a
smaller body and longer tail. The
upper parts of the animals body
are buff-tinged with black, the
other parts white and the long
bushy white tail is ringed with
black.

Ride
UNITED TAXI

By VINCE PERKIN
Last month’s "Pelican." the University of California humor maga
sine which was about as delightfully dirty as anything short of porno
graph) can get, got its beak blunted, and rightly so. "The [lady Cali

Hardin
1Bad-man
.
!First To Employ
’Road Agent Spin’

-- The

11511.1.ywinni 1;1’,
fornian," however, added an ironic, full page rebuttal: "W.%RNING!
has nothing
Petty has been brainwashed, but the March issue comes out anyway. "road agent spin"
Once again, the California PELICAN returns with the finest in to do with modern day rasslite
for television audiences It WAS a
1AMILY FUN!"
method devised oy a notori.ets
,
LETERARY FREAKS
killer of the Old West to eliminate
Santa Monica City College students are in for it now. Their lectdre 3 cantor.
committee scheduled two literary freaks: Henry and Ronan) therstreet,
The inventor was John Wesley
the co-authors of "The Mature Mine and -The Mind Alive," two pima Hardin, who had 40 notches on
lar pieces of pistaposh that give readers the impression they are doing his gun befure he wa.s, 26 And, as
mental push-ups by the dozens. The Overstreet thesis this time around: someone once said, he wasn’t just

"How to Slay Alive as Long as you Live"
Sophomore Kb-hard Hastings, an architecture major at the
University of Southern California, is trying desperately to pay Isis
spring tuition with itui sheets of unused United Stales commem.
orative stamps he has been collecting since 1941. At neek’s end.
unfortunatels. UFA’ still had not given its stamp of approval.

The eildint newspaper staff at Bowling Green College conducted
reader survey to settle a long standing dispute What features are
most read? It wasn’t sports and it wasn’t gossip It wasn’t movies
and it wasn’t news. It was Max Shulman.
MOST AMAZING SUCCESS STOISV OF THE WEEK, from Tamal
pais High School’s "Times":
"Nearly three hundred people passed through the Shady Hall
doors last night to see George Kaufman’s comedy, "The Man Who Caine
to Dinner," Although the senior Play’s opening night conflicted with
the Tam-Vallejo basketball game, there was a collection of V62,500.86
at the door."
is

IMPORTANT PEOPIF

whIttlire,

Hardin Wag outstanding among
gunfighters of the Old West, according to %Willard Parker. The
attor had to rummage in several
libraries to find enough material
Oil Hardin and is associates to
permit him to become something
of an authority on the subject.
This WaS necessary as Parker is a
guii:totire Texas Ranger in the
SCreell Geinti TV series.
"Hardin had what he called the
road agent spin," Parker said.
"This means that after Hardin
had been captured and was handing over his gun, butt end first on
his open palm, he somehow suddenly could roll it around his
hand. And the gun was all cocked
in one motion."
and fired

Two important people had unimpietant things to tell college students last week: Lawyer Joseph N. Welch, that sly little leprechaun
who dazzled the MilitaryMcCarthy hearings ill 1954, told Idaho State
University students about the problems created by the microphone "Will tomorrow h?the day when I will say ghastly things over it and
he unable to say as I would in a courtroom. ’Strike it out

Tv

HOUSE OF PIZZA

Ai

.

it 0

I

115 S. First St. - San Jose

Dr E W. Clements, placement
officer, announced today that the
Olin Mathieson Chemical Corporation of Pasadena, would be on
campus for interviews between
the hours of 10 a m. and 4 pm
tomorrow.
Dear ASIt’s 8902, 8916, 6779:
In regard to your letter of
The corporation is looking for
chemists of which 100 are needed. Thursday March 1, we would like
Olin Mathieson offers high sal- to offer lbw few remarks about
aries commensurate with degree your misinformed statements confor tither Bachelors or Masters, cerning .Greek living groups
It is a known fact that no fraais orating to Dr Clertientx
ternity or sorority has a clause in
its charter pertaining to segreby Dick Bible,
gation and if it did, there would
certainly be nothing about whom
they could or could not accept
into their group.
If you "well informed" three
feel that it is a necessity to look
Into the charters of, the Greeks
on campus, then ’why don’t you
go right ahead. But why tell
someone else to make the examinationyou are the ignorant ones
concerning this matter so DO IT
YOURSELF! Any Greek organization on campus would be glad
to clarify anything for you
ASH 10993
602
4276

Greeks Answer Back

Support for Track
Dear’ Thrust alld Parry:
This letter is directed to Chuck
Babcock who wrote a letter 1,,
T&P making a normal plea rot
more action shots of our athletic
teems at SJS. This Is a fine request, and I am sore the Spartan
Daily staff would gladly fulfill
his request. The few available
photographers on the S.D staft

ROBERT LAWS
Yirdrst

/

r , ri

.88-90 Pork Ave. CY

A SPRING COAT . . .
. . . for your Car
this semester, however, do not
make this possible.
Now this is my only complaint
to Mr Babcock’s letter: Track is
not a minor sport as you mentioned, but La a major sport in
every sense of the word. Track,
along with boxing, has done more
to give San Jose a national athletic
name than has any other sport
Track is a major sport, Mr
Babcock, not just to the many
team members, but since this is
an Olympic year, it might be
considered THE major sport at
SJS this year.
Respectively yours,
Jim Hushaw

ASR 8218

ri

5-9 21 5

Free Parking in Roar

Auto & Truck Painting
Infra-Red Baked Enamel

ANY
CAR

S29.95

Complete Auto Upholstering
Tops
Seat Covers
Door Panels, Etc.
Expert Body & Fender Work

Miracle Auto Painting
Co., Inc.
SAN JOSE
349 w Santo Clem St.-CY 5-5577

Viggee Stacteat Saftgetia Eon
o.

72 DAYS-115
(Al! Expense)

[

-

’Ilietth out fair that wise gui. tieniteese plaYer wirete-yett’ee twirling
mer on EA’ rigid flank."

HOW TO PRACTICE

Other killers had similar gimmicks. Parker said, but essentially the fast draw was the basis
for survival. There were five
points in learning the quick draw.
Parker said.
Former President Ilerbert Hoover held an informal converFirst of all, the gun had to be
sation with Stanford University studentsvia a filmed
interrightbalatiee, a smoothly workview with the National Kroadeasting Company. The distinguished
ing mechanism
and the old
alumnus did all the talking: "I came to Stanford when there was
frontier Colt probably is still the
no tuition iharge, and that suited my situation seta well .. but
best. The holster should be of
sotne stiff material to avoid snags
I found my diplunta distal impress anybody . . so I v:ent to
and should have a wide cut at
work in a gold mine."
MOST UNFORGIVABLE SI.1P OE THE WFiEK, from Salinas’ the top The holster also should
be put at the right level
not
Hartnett College’s "Panther Sentinel":
too high and not too low
’The flu bug struck the ’Panther Sentinel’ staff this week, leavFast cocking and firing should
ing both Editor John Laue and Jean Robertson
be practiced before actually drawing. Parker said this avoids art
home sick in bed together with their unwritten
embarrassing moment, a wounded
stories. However. Cliff Pletschet, last year’s edholster and possibly injury
if
itor, came to the rescue in the nick of time.
real shells are being used.
Mr. George Abbott, newspaper adviser, wishes
The last and most important
to thank everyone roneerned for their splendid
point is practice, the actor said.
cooperation in preventing a ’ilisaster’."
.Philadelphia’s Paducah Junior College coOpen at 1 P
eds appeared on campus one das last Week
DIn by Candlelight ot th
wearing blue jeans. denims, shorts. :ind leather
jackets. Their reason Is still ohm lire. ovvvay,
... Pizza to Take Out
.
men students there objected. Nest day, the et
395 Almaden Avis
CY 7-99011
PERRIN
girls turned tip us ills Motor de boots. sYs t
Where You Get
our Mone s urth
shirts. and football helmets added to their

,-ƒ
Lnemical
Company
To Interview Soon

In School

CY 4-2324

Extra-Curricula

HAVE V %I %Itt E Ef’R
Their fsi
’, cammercially but since the little animals are so ittsieks. and seldom
seen by man, it is costly and unmasculine wardrobe.
profitable far trappers to try
A quick and angry male caucus capitulated into what is certainly
catching them.
Ring-tailed cats are found in a campus first: the entire male student body attended classes the
mountainous areas from Mexico next day in skirts, blouses, lipstick, and high heels. At this point, the
mirth to California.
administration stepped in. That is, the dean of men turned up wearing
his wife’s hat and beaver coat. The last report from Paducah had the
Tillie rata mice, small rodents
football coach submitting hie resignation.
antI assorted fruits. According
to Dr. Ralph A. Smith, profesNO INVENTORY
of zoology and science education. Tillie has all the earStudents checking out hooks from the Ilniversilv of NorIh Dakota’s
marks of being a good mouser.
library must now show more identification than a teen-ager trying to
The notion that people have that
buy a beer. The reason: Bookstore clerks were checking out books
ring-tailed cats are civet cats,
sbsolutely false, Dr. Smith said. and selling them to freshmen. Spartan Book Store clerks might well
iadvance this theory as a feasible method for keeping inventown.

1

HENRY GASSER- SO,

San Jose Paint

light and heat.

.

Aabboum6-10e-ti

GOLDEN BEAR
ALL-STUDENT FUN TOUR
1956

Entertainment on one class Student Ships with lectures
and language lessons by experts.
See exciting events and plates ... Meet
European students in many countries.
5 departures from New York, JUNE JULY
ASK

FOR

DETAUTO ITINERARIES

GREENE & NELSON

TRAVEL ADVISORS
24 East San Fernando
(Up tile street horn the «rrnpos)

CY 7-2121

\
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Sport Is Not Well Known Today
51tlitly

Judo Is a Sport
Not Black Magic
By RO W

vitiorm

’(_

SPARTAN DAILY 3
Wednesday, March 14, 1956

ER

(Editor’s note: This is the first of three articles on the sport
og judo).
Judo is a sport which is not well known in the western world
today. To most people, the word brings to mind death-dealing blows
on the back of the neck or 90-pound weaklings throwing Suntans over
their shoulders with a flick or the wrist.

Scoreboard
RESULIS
Saimming
Jose Fresh

IEStfltDAY

11,11co ttttt e Pip

SS

San

22.
Jot*

hack
Sart .106* .1 C.
76,
This is incorrect. for judo is neither black magic nor is it done by
Fresh 56. WI Contra Costa JC. IS
any other strange power. Judo is a sport just as boxing, wrestling or
Sun
Jose
froh
6, Son lose
Baseball
football. Today, over 10.000 people, both male and female, are active J.C. 4
Tennis Hartnett J.C. 6, Sun los Fresh
In judo in this country.

I.

Judo literally means the "gentle way." with the way being the
TODAY’S ’EVENTS
way of life itst.lf. Jigoro Kano, a student of the masters of juijutsu.
San Jose ot Santa Clara.
liateliall
realized that the art was disappearing and revived and organized The 3 p.m.
Swimming: California at Son Jose,
new sport of judo in 1882. Ile established the Tokyo Kodokan which
3.30 p.m.
means the "schenl of studying the way." Today’s sport of judo is that
Tennis: San
Francisco State at San
which was developed by Kano at that time. Judo’s aims are threefold, Jos* 2 p.m.
physical development, proficiency in contest and mental development
Judo is practiced in p building or a room called a dojo. Th..
judoka, or judo player, wears a suit called a judo-gi. This coil
of pants and a well-woven jacket
The jacket is tucked under the
seven to eight foot long belt, which
Is wrapped around the body twice
and may be white, brown or black,
according to rank.
All beginners wear a white belt
until he or she has successfully
completed a course of study and
has a sufficient number of wins in
competition. At that time, judoka
is awarded a brown belt. There are
three ranks in brown belt, third
to first. Each ath’ance must come
as a result of time and study plus
wins in competition showing correct technique of judo. After the
judoka can demonstrate judo et
ficiency to the degree that he can
satisfy a group of high grade holdYOSH UCHIDA
ers, he is promoted to black belt.
There are ten degrees of black
. Spartan Coach
belt, from 1 to 10. At the present
time. there are only temdegree
black heifers in the world. The youngest is 76 years old and he works out
betters in the world. The youngest is 76 years old and he works out
daily. in actual participation. In the United States today there are
about 400 active black belt holders, hut in Japan a rough estimate
would number around 200.000.

Spikesters To Meet
Santa Clara Youth
Center Team Here

Coach Bud Winter’s Spartan
spike team will get a tuneup for
next week’s two meets in Arizona
by playing host to the Santa (’Iara
Youth Center Saturday at 2 pm
on the Spartan oval.
Coach Mike Ryan’s Youth Center
club finished third behind Stanford and San Jose in the triangular development meet Saturday
Several of the top performers on
this team are former San Jose
State athletes who have completed
their collegiate competition.
Saturday’s meet will be run concurrently with the Spartan frosh’s
encounter with I.ivermore High.
The outcome of some events
Saturday will determine which of
the Spartans will make the trip
to the Southwest next Friday and
Saturday. San Jose meets Arizona
State of Tempe Friday and the
In the United States, judo has developed from a completely un- University of Arizona Saturday
known sport to one which holds a National Tournament every year. The Spartans defeated both trfo
The first National Tournament was held at San Jose State College in and field clubs last year.
1953. The tournament drew judokas from all over the U.S. and Hawaii. Under the AAU rules, there were matches in four weight divisions: 130 lbs. and ender, 150 lbs, and under, 180 lbs. and under
and the heavyweight Unlimited. San Jose State plaeed second as a
team and the over-all champion was Lyle Hunt of SJS. Hunt traveled
The Spartan frosh swimmers fell
to Paris, and other European cities winning three matches and tieing to Bellarmine High School 55-22
the European champion.
yesterday in the State gym.
Ron Paradise, Richard BolickYosh Uchida, San Jose State judo roach and one of the leading hout and Bob Hayward took first
proponents of the sport in the United States, coached the Pan-Ameri- places for Coach Charlie Walker’s
can team during the European tour.
Spartababe team.

Frosh Swimmers Fall

Freshman Spikers Fall To Jaguars,
76-56, for First Defeat of Season
last year’s California J.C. meet, Summary-was timed in ..-ts:t
Nilo: Gress (WCC), Sudman (.1C), AnOther Spartans to score wins tos (Fl, Bennet IF), Tim. 4.50.9.
440: Snorr, In, Wolcott’ (JO, Ratliff
were ’Ron Snarr in the 440, Keith
(JC), Smith IWCC), Time :52.0.
Antes in the two mile, Dave Stokes
Shot Put: Jones (JC), Young IWCC),
in the broad jump and Al Conley Rizzo (S,J), Postega (F), Distance 42- ’I,.
100: Nunes (F), Miley (JC), Agsrlar
in the low hurdles The Spartababe mile relay team also emerged (FL 01guin (JCL Time :10.0.
victorious in the time of 3:36 6.
High Hurdles: Brewer /JCL Conley (F),
Ron Fitzhugh of San Jose J.C. Fitzhugh IX), Stallworth (WCC), Time
was high scorer for the meet with
12 points although he failed to
High Jump. Wyrick (JCL Fitzhugh (JO,
win any event. Fitzhugh placed Fair (f), Morgan (JC), height 6-2.
second In the low hurdles, high
220: Nunes (F), Fogundos (JC), Miley
jump and broad jump. Ile was (JC), Ross (WCC), Tim. .22.0.
fourth in the pole vault and third
Pole Vault: tie Bonk’ 1.1C) and leCiate
in the high hurdles.
IF), Gray (JCL Fitshugh /JCL height 11-6

Green Squad Wins;
Sparvets Still Lead
Sparked by its big three scOrers. Mel Powell, Hal Boutte and
Charlie Hardy, the Green Squad waltzed to a (4 34 victory over the
previously unbeaten Bombers Monday afternoon in the Men’s Gym.
The win kept the Green Squad right behind the leagueleading
Sparvets in Independent League standings. The Vets’, who ripped the
orincei, 8o-36, boast a 1-0 record compared to YO for Art Powell’s
Green Squad Powell and floutte hit 19 for the Green squad, while
Hardy scored 16 points. Don Choat dunked 19 for the losers.
Fred Wilson’s 22 points sparked the Sparvets to an easy win over
the Oriociii. Yosh Kumagai, former Palo Alto High star, scored 12 for
the Oriocci.
John Campbell dropped 32 points
through the nets in leading the
Dugout Dandies to a 60-52 wits
over the Winners. Campbell’s 32
points was high for the intramural
season and kept his squad in third
place. Brad Foster scored 18 for
the Rooners
Complete S
Green Squad 66, Bombers 34
s 52
Dugout Dondlos 60 t
Phi Mu Alpha 41, Alpha Ai Omega
35
Pon Fasilon Kappa 40, Sllp Sticks 31
Spurt’s Chl 56, Tao Dolts 37
Rayons 42, Ovleasts 12
Spareets 110, HMO 36
Newnw Flue 46. Tappet Na Keg 39

In tonight’s action, the league
leaders all have soft touches. Newmo Five meets Phi Epsilon Kappa
at 7:30 o’clock. Sparvets play Tau
De1ts_al_610_ciclock. w
out Dandies faces Outcasts and
Green Squad clashes with Tappa

freshman net team
Sparta
dropped a
decision to Ihrrtni.0
,1
yesterday in the first ma’.
.1 the seJsun
Dan Murray was the lane Sparta
babe winner, triumphing. 6 2, 2 ,t
6-1. Next match for the Spartan,
Is a week from Friday agaite.t
Monterey Peninsula College,

Seek Second Victory
Al Santa Clara Today

Son

San Jose State’s Freshman track
team lost its first meet of the season to San Jose Junior College
yesterday afternoon at San Jose
High School. The Jaguars totaled
76 points to 56 for the Spartababes and 18 for West Contra
Costa J.C.
Clarence Nunes was the big gun
for the Mickey Maramonte coached
spikesters. Nunes copped wins in
both sprints in the fast times of
.10.0 for the 100 and :22 0 for the
220.
Outstanding performance of the
meet was turned in by the Jaguars’
Ed Brewer in the high hurdles.
Brewer, fourth-place finisher in

SJS,

Frosh Netters Fall
Local
Nine
Broncs Meet Pins Hope
On Borgy

Two Mile. Antos (F), Gross MCC).
(F), Moreno tic), Time 11-0111.11.
Low Hurdles. Conley (F), Fitshugh tic),
McKsor (WC), Stallworth (WCC), Time
26.3.
Discus: Rizzo PC), Pastegas (JC), Jones
(JC), Young (WCC), 124-3.
Woad Jump Stokes (F), Fitzhugh (JCL
Wooldridge (JC), Wyrich (JCL distance
21-4.
Relay. Son Jos* Fresh (Nunes, Newsier, Agulor, Snort), San Jost J.0 , Time
336.6.
Final Scow San Jose I C 76, San
Joss fresh 56, West Centro Costa J.0
1111.
a, ..t.

CBA Statistics list
Top Performances

PATRONIZE YOUR 1

Pinning their hopes for 3
ADVERTISERS
ond atraight victory on the slants
of Lefty Bob Borghetani. the San
Jose State hasehallers meet Santa
Clara at Washington Park today
at 3 o’clock
It will be the first start of Ow
season for Borghesani although h.
has seen action in relief in tu
Late for Class"
earlier games 1.ast season tie
We
Park It For You
Spartan southpaw fashioned a 4 ..
win mark in compiling a fine 2 it
earned run average
In today’s game. the Spartans
T C P
will attempt to put adequate pitching and good hitting together for
the first time this season It’s been
I ninth and
on f..rnondo
the case that when hitting was
A-,oNs from Student Union
prominent. pitching was nil but
Montlas the situation was just the
reverse in the first Stanford
game. Stale clubbed out 14 hits
and got no pitching Monday the
Learn collected only five hits but
got excellent pitching from Tuck
Hal sty.
Flat tops - Crew - Burr
The Broncos. thumped tis ’tenford I .’. I in their last outing.
7s*"
hi ing aii unimpressise early
season ret ord into today’s game.
grounded out but he got an imDON HOMAN, Spartan third
Santa Clara, a member of the
baseman. is shonn taking a cut
portant hit in the second inning.
strong (LISS league. finished In
For Personalized Service
in Monday’s Stanford game. (hi
the lower flit isitill In last )431’s
photo by Deletes
Make That Next One A
this occasion the third-sacker
race.
State’s keystone combination .0
HAIRCUT
Stan Beasley and Bill Rahnsmin
are working into fine early s.
son form. Both can handle .8111
68 E. San Fernando
thing hit in thetr territory, and
are adept at making the double
play.
Powerful California will invade the San Jose State Pool this
Catcher Jerry Clifford along
afternoon to battle the Spartan mermen First event, the 300 yard with pitcher Ifalsey stood out in
individual medley, will begin at 30 o’clodc
the Spartans’ win over Stanford
The Bears will be heavily favored to defeat the Spartans, who Clifford didn’t hit successfully, Itir .
2
II
reciird.
the stocky backstop is an able, ex
boast 3
When you Write
Charlie Walker, Spartan coach, reports the Bears are loaded in perienced battery mate for the San
home to replenish
Jose
pitchers.
the freestyle swimming events, but he hopes the Spartan men will be
After three games, outfielders
able to pick up points in the diving, breaststroke and backstroke events.
your exchequer . .
Best chance for a Spartan first place will be in the diving where San Chuck Reynolds and Joe VInstead
lead
the
Spartan
or when sending a
hitters. each
Jose’s Bob Eustis will be the favorite.
I ollecting four hits fr- ten times
note of acceptance
Calfiornia is led by Ron Volmer,
at hat Third baseman Don Hod. regret or thank,.
who swims the 50-yard freestyle
gin, Beasley and Clifford have
in the low 53s and has been clockgarnered three Me apiece for
Be
sure
the quality of yo,
ed in :52.5 for the 100. Other Bears
the San Jose team.
letter paper reflects your
who rank high are distance ace
personality.
San Jose plays Chico State here
Jack McNees and individual med.
star Bruce Kennel. The latter tomorrow at 3 o’clock and meets
For fin quality in
has a season best time of 2:18 1 San Francisco State on the local
stationery
let us
diamond in a 12.30 twin bill, Sr
for the 200 yard race.
urday.
suggest either . . .
In addition to Eustis the SparSmitten starters for today’s gam,
EATON’S or CRANE’S
will rely on harkstrokers
Coach Bill Gustafson’s Spartan
will be Clifford, catcher; Borgh.
frosh baseball club evened up its Larry Wood and Stan McConnell
sani, pitcher: Harry Deeths, Ili
season record at 2-2 yesterday by and breaststroker Jay (’rots for
edging San Jose Junior College, most of their points. Freestyler base; Beasley. second base; lied
6-4, in a 10-inning tilt at Mimic’.
gin third base and Rahmmins
Dick Threlfall also is counted on
BOOKS & STATIONERY
pal Stadium.
short stop. Reynolds will start .i
for
some
second
spots.
McConnell
Bill Harvey was the big gun for
77
So lit
left field. Gilbert in center an..
CV 2-4161
San Jose State, getting Ifor4 at is given a good chance of winningWinstead
right
in
tIir?. plate,
late including a triple and His best mark to date has been .
double. The heavy-hitting Spartan 2:25.7, while Cal backstroker Ch.l.
now has a season mark of .583
Itolloum has done only 2.33
on 7-for-12.
_
Harvey also.drove in the winnim
run in the top of the tenth frame
when he lined a triple to deep
left-center field. scoring Maury
Hill, who had singled. Harvey then
came across with the final rim
as cleanup man Ron Citta singled
to left.
Coach Hugh Mumhy’s Spar):o
11111 had 2-for-5 at the plate
while Gene Angina batted in two netters, holding a season mat
runs with a timely single in the of one win against two losses anJ
fifth inning.
a tie, will vie with powerful S.,
The two teams battled to a Francisco State this afternoon on
scoreless tie through four innings. the Backesto Park courts at 2.15
but the Spartabahes tallied three Pm.
in the fifth, one in the eighth and
The SJS net team wound up with
the two winning tallies in the a 4
, deadlock against Sacratenth. The Jaguars scored one in mento State Friday afternoon. The
the sixth, one in the eighth and tie resulted when the third doublethen sent the game into extra match had to be called due t.
frames with two runs in the ninth. darkness with each team holdiri,
ho% a lifrolfd nornbr of pcpphons opn
in.rned.t.iy
at o%
Jim Schmiedl went the route on
set victory.
SAN
JOSE
PLANT
AND
LABORATORY
the mound for the San Jose State
Each school won three single
nine, allowing 10 hits.
for’
Next action for the Spartababes and a doubles match in additiid
MECHANICAL INOINIERS
will be against the Santa Clara to the tied game. Marty Halfht:
Positions now opn roguipt IISMF or quIsalent, with Interest
h.gh speed mechanisms Creal.s oblIp
freshmen Saturday at 1 30 p m.
won in first singles, 62, 6-0; Ear
the &Wan of intricat
and
ingnotty
highly desirobi
Carmichael took fifth singles, 6
tinware:
PLANT INCLINEFOS
Sportabobes 000 030 010 2-6 10 1 6-1: and Joe Norton triumphed
Positions now open reguir
BS, or equivalent, in architectural,
San Jo,. J C 000 001 017 0-4 10 2 6-3. 9-7. Don Anger and Hal SmoI
nptchonicol. lectrical ond
nginsering with the ability to
teamed
to
win
the
second
doubles
Schrniedi S Davidson, Peterson, Smith
plan. de,Ign, writ specifications and carry through to completion
6-1, 63.
(101 and Patina
on.

PARKING

Silvds Shell

HAIRCUTS

...5Barbers

Powerful Cal Swimmers
To Invade Sparta Today

CLUB BARBER SHOP

Girls

Spartababe Nine
Nips San Jose J.C.
In 10-Inning Game

LINDSAY’S

Cooked To Order

Spartan Net Squad
Meets SFS Today

Any Size

Carry Outs

PIZZA

MONTI’S . 1745 El CaminoMountain View

IBM

SJS Judo Team
To Defend Title

No Keg at 9:30 o’clock. Oriocci
vies with the Rooners at 8:30
San Jose will enter a 25 ma.
o’clock. The times of the SparvetsCoach Walt 51cPlierson’s San team in defense of its June.,
Tau Dells tilt and the OrioceiRooner games were changed ac- Jose State cage team turned in PAAU Judo title Saturday nigh.
cording to Hardy, Intramural di- four of the top performances of In Spartan Gym. The tournament
rector.
the 1956 season, according to fi- will begin at 7 o’clock and ad
nal statistics released by the Cali. mission will be free.
Mondays loading Stenos:
The meet iA for white aind brown
fornia Basketball Association this
belt performers only and volt be
S. 2Igrentl la
16; Robert Brazil week.
IPAIIKI 10; Dove Anderson (PhiFK) loon
Tom Crane, Spartan captain, had run by the San Jose State varsity.
Mason (Sticks) 14 Ransom Bretton (Dan- the highest free thlow percentage Ten different teams are expected
dies) I& John Campbell 10andic, 16 DIA
for a .ngle game with his 10-for- to send entries.
John Feral!, who placed third
Loyd (Roomers) 17 !had foster (Rooners)
10 agatast College of Panic in
in the 150 pound class last year,
IL Don Cheat (bombers) 19 Mnl Powell
the second round.
(Green) 19 Hal Boutte CO,..,,) 19.
SJS had two "bests" for a team is the only veteran on the San Jose
Cherliie Hardy (Green’ 16 Food Wlson
i
in a single game on most field team.
(Spa:vets) 27 Lorry Hovr ISpervetst 17, goals, 37 against Pepperdine and
Yesh Kumagai lOriectil 12 Warren Chin most free
throw attempts, 55 a(Sparta
CIO 16 Georg. Chin (Sparta gainst Fresno State.
Floral Artist
113
Bob
Howl’s
IPhIMAI
Chi)
14 Saul
The other outstanding performIstrada (PhIMA) 17; Paul Zimmerman ance was fewest personal fouls
For Special Occasions
AP1110) IS, ferry Brown (INK) 12 Don over the whole season, 210 by the
Spa
i-,,,tieration to
student*
Angew (TWO 11, Ion Thompson (Nwmat Spartans for an average of only,
sod
sows
Thad
Clem - CY 5-4934
16.
150 per game.
-

Gimelli

Cornelius Reese, Smith and At.
get dropped their singles match.
to the visiting Hornets while Halt
hill and Reese were stopped
first doubles.

architectural and enginvirtng
%Portion and plant ngln111,

INDUSTIIAL ENGINEERS
Positions noire trews prquir

proicts

twhnirI

as applied le bolIdIng

linwiedge

in n

or melte of

following lurid" pockeg,ng. material handling. monpowr
stump planning, plant layout and teport prsntation.
th

PLANT LAYOUT MOUNTERS
Positions new oaten require technical knowledge to plan

and

San Jose
Launderette
463 S 2nd
Complete Laundry

Service
SHIRTS

20c

DENIMS

40c

carry to completion dportmirntal

Try Us And
SAVE

layout

and rstarrartgernnts.

DIAFTSMIN
ItiCTRICAl.

of emptying working drawings of
Should b cpabl
circuits and ponI layout, for plant facillt.tos
MECHANICAL
Should Is capable of dcrto.ling woiSing drawings
lectricol

andr

the supervision of a design ng..,
ARCHITECTURAL Should be capable of dirtaiiing working drawings
from information furnished in rough torn,
PLANT LAYOUT: Should be capable of preparing
from information furnished In rough hwy..

plant layoug

FOP PFPSONAL INTERVIEWS, APPLICANTS APE
INVITED TO CONTACT
Dr Clemens" Placement

Dry Cleaning

Too11

and

Officer

cipsoomovoi en campus Marrh

16,

San
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ALPHA OalICRON PI
Spring pledges of AOPI were
honored at a formal dinner dance.
March 10 at the San Mateo Peninsula Golf and Country Club
The Stardusters played for the
a Hair.
Members of the SJS AOPi chapter will attend State Day at UCLA
and USC this weekend They will
participate in informal discussion groups, formal meetaigs, and
a luncheon at Belle Aire Hotel
Those attending the State Day
are Binky Doll, Nancy Bed, Shea
mar Stuart, Sand). Singer, Yvonne
Moniz, Janet Rcinmuth, Lou Amphlett, Judy Wool. and Marlecin
Peterson

AMERICA’S OWN MUSICAL’
THE PICTURE OF THE TEAR,

GUYS AND
DOLLS

X 1.1.11.1. PHI
joined with the Cal chapter on
Alpha 1 .., initiated 11 new , Feb. 26 to give a tea in honor
members ni a ceremony at the , of their province director, Mr,
CINEMI1SCOPE moi COLOR’ I.
sorority house Sunday The new ’ George -Omit, Jr. Twenty.t
members are Job)- Barry, Linda ; SJS girls attended the affair at
Burdette, Shirley Danel, Pat For- Berkeley.
rest, Gerry Kaer. Bobbie Marsh, ’ Gamma Phi Beta’s who took
Ann Miller, Joyce Restine, Pat first place in tha sorority scholTerry, Darla Tupper and Dixie arship listings last semester are
Wilson.
busy making plans for their scholMiss Marsh was selected out- arship dinner March 19.
standing pledge. The new initiThe girls will cat and dress
ates were honored at a banquet according to their grade point
IN
at Hawiian Gardens after the average Those below a 2 0 averceremony.
age will wear formals and cat
CIII OMEGA
beans, while those with at 20
Chi Omega Mothers’ Club span- to 2.4 average will wear dm...ay
sored a family dinner at the chap- clothes and eat hamburgers.
RICHARD CONTE - EDDIE ALBERT
ter house Sunday. Actives and
10-VAN FLEET - DON TAYLOR
Girls with a 2 4 to 2 8 average
RAY DANTON
pledges and their families and will wear campus clothes and
friends enjoyed a ham dinner. cat ham. Members above a 2.8
Mrs J Ereno president of the average will wear clothes of their
atothers Club was in charge of choice. and
eat chicken The girl
he affair.
arlea,,,,, arnica:stn., sar r It Leta
with the highest grade point averScott. reprebentative to Senior
bate representatives from each
AT LAST . HERE IT IS Sally
Small
was
elected presi- ace in the house -will dine on
for the Junior Panhellenic are
Tennessee Williams
sorority on campus. Then plan
Panhellenic; Dale Falk. treasurdent of the spring semester pledge steak.
"THE ROSE TATTOO"
Andra Berger. secretara; Carol
Penne
Mellenahan,
hisactivities
to
co-ordinate
the
class
at
a
recent
pledge
meeting.
er; and
Burl Lancaster - Anna Mognoni
KAPPA DELTA
Rontahu, Nice president; MariDELTA GAMMA
Students and faculty are in- ALSOaounger members of the soron
torian. Junior Panbellenieis an
Francene Silver was elected
Ian Newbern. chairman; Sharon
The
Delta
Gammas
will
join
vited to attend a Phi Mu Sorority
"Bobby Ware Is Missing"
ities.
photo by Downs
president of the new Kappa Delorganization of pledge and Ina
Glacomazzi, publicity: Bettejoan
the
San
Jose
o’clock
and
San
Mateo
alopen house from 2 to 4
at
ta Pledge class. Other officers
235 S. 10th St., according to umnae chapters in a Founders are
Pat Baratini, vice-president:
Shirley Reith, pledge class pre- Day banquet at Rickey’s on Sat- Claudia Clark,
secretary; and
CALIFORNIA
urday. Arrangements for the ban-ident.
Joann Miller, treasurer.
’THE MAN WHO NEVER WAS
Visitors will be allowed to in- quet are being handled by SuzThe pledges and actives of
Clifton Webb - In Cinernastope
spect the rooms which the mem- anne Watson, Mrs. James P. Kappa Delta joined wath the
-Companion Feature: hers remodeled during the semes- Figgins, retiring president nf the Delta Sigma Phi’s
for
a
coffee
ter vacation Plans for the new local alumnae chapter, and Mrs exchange last Wednesday.
"THE DEEP BLUE SEA"
Enter
,
VIVIEN LEIGH
house at laSC will host the affair
On Saturday afternoon the broth- I Phi Mu sorority house will be dis- Katherine Kenney, incoming pre- tainment was provided by the
DELTA SIGMA P111
sident. Mrs. Samuel C Shenk,
Don Karpen recently was elected which is a prevue to the national ; ers of Sigma Nu entertained the played.
Kappa Dean pledges and the
province XIII alumnae secretary,
president of Delta Sigma Phi for convention to be held this summer I mothers’ club at the chapter house.
Delta Sig combo
will be a guest at the luncheon.
MAYFAIR
SIGMA Pi
the coming year. Don O’Neal will in Mexico City. Those attending
KAPPA KAPPA GAMMA
The Delta Gamma pledges were
Sigma Pas pledges held a aork
THE YEAR S GREATEST PROGRAM
:mast as vice-president_ Other of- will be Mark Niemela, Paul Thom.
honored
The
Kappa
at a dinner dance held
Kappa Gamma
ficers are Jobn Dunn, recording sen, Tom Reese, Bill Reese, Ruben day Sunday in order to get the
"All That Heaven Allows"
in their honor at Castlewood Mothers’ Club gave a tea Sunday
back yard in condition for tha
Jane Wyman Rock Hudson
,reretar3; Don Tacciano, corres- Marquez, and Fred Hare.
Country
Club
last
Saturday
night.
to
honor
the
new
pledges and
The Pi Kappa Alpha’s are corn- summer weather.
ponding secretary; Chuck Van
-PLUSDebbie
Deutermann
was
in
charge
initiates
and
their
mothers.
Mrs
An "inside out and backwards’.
-THE SPOILERS" . . Jeff Chandler
Damm, treasurer: Dave Jones, Sgt- bining with the Sigma Kappa’s
id
the
Helen
affair.
Andres
spoke
on
different
anarres; Dick Dickson. historian, for a philanthropic exchange to be exchange is being held at the Phi
aspects of fraternity life and on
held in April. Al Tisch is co-chair- ; Mu house tomorrow, and entertainDELTA ZETA
and Jerry %Maros, editor.
Theta Xi cancers for the spring
cdnesday, March
14 will the structure of the Mothers’
EL RANCHO
The Delta Sigma Phi’s recently man for the event which is to take ment will be provided by the Phi
semester are, John Howard. pre:a- mark the beginning of Delta Ze- Club
serenaded Sue Watson. Delta Gam- place at the home for the aged Mu.
SENSATIONAL - SHOCKING
president; ta’s first
Jim
Jeske.
vice
’
dent;
Mrs.
Edith
Reese
Sigma
Pi
queen
contest
is
Crabtree,
The
annual "DZ Man" conma, who was chosen queen of the in Milpitas.
"The Blackboard Jungle"
Paul Thomsen has been appoint- soon to begin for the Orchid Ball . Bob Harris, treasurer: Bob Bur- test Two members from each of KKG national president, was honCarnation Ball held at the Cala
- ALSOcorresponding
secretary: the fraternities on campus will ored guest at a brunch given
;
nett.
director
of
Spring
Sing
for
the
which
will
he
held
with
the
Iota
’ ed
farina Country Club
-LOVE ME OR LEAVE ME’’
Chuck Bolin, house manager; Bill be competing’ in the race. The by the local chapter early this
at
Cal.
fraternity
lie
will
be
assisted
by
chapter
LAMBDA CHI ALPHA
Data Day - James Cagney
; lijorge, social chairman; Dick Orr. "DZ Man" will bc announced at month. Mrs. Crabtree was in the
THETA CHI
Newly elected Lambda Chi Hal Garcia and 18 other brothers
pledge trainer; and Gary Robillard. the HZ Pledge Dance in April West to visit friends and to take
SIGMA
NU
The
Theta
Chi
house
has
been
pledge officers are Kieth Murray,
The Sigma Nu’s and Sigma Kap- , remodeled, according to David Dc . kitchen manager.
Jackie Gump is chairman of the part in the installation of a new
president; Jim he Gage. vice presiTOWNE
Theta Xi’s spring pledge class , event arid Claire Hightower is , Kappa chapter in Colorado.
dent; Bob Siebenthall. secretary- pa’s will hold an exchange today fehr, publicity chairman. !leaded
are
The Kappas held a dinner ex"Cavalleria Rusticana"
assistant chairman.
treasurer: and Don Mumby. social starting with volleyball in the al.- by Lyle. Stoddard. house manager. also held elections. The results
change with the ATO house Feb
ternoon followed by a barbecue a new study hall has been con Jim Williams, president; Dana
PLUS Chairman
The DZ little sisters entertainvice
presi29
Following dinner, members
, at the Sigma Nu house
strutted and paint added to all the Levy and Bob Windham,
PHI SIGMA KAPPA
ed their big slaters at an Oriental
LA
TRAVIATA
Mabie,
secretarytreas.
of
both
dents; Dick
houses provided enterOn Saturday. Sigma Nu and Kap- walls
In a recent replacement of of
luncheon at the Shanghai Cafe
BOTH IN COLOR
.
ricers. Bruce Bush recently was pa Kappa Gamma will get together , Theta Chi will sponsor the Spring urer; Fred Kemper and Bob Dueb recently The little sisters pre- tainment The couples danced to
ner
socal
chairmen.
the
music
of the ATO combo.
elected social chairman for Phi for their annual Easter egg hunt , Sing to be held in May. Vern
sented their big sisters with iniDean Robert Martin was Theta tialed bracelets.
PHI MU
Sigma Kappa. and Al Behr will for underpriviledged children. It . Perry is head of production and
The Phr Mu pledge class has
Xis guest speaker on alonday
take over the treasurer’s duties. will be held on campus with games staging of the event.
Delta
Zeta
recently
elected recently elected officers.
Sal Haro’s name was recently night. His topic was the position
MOIRA SHEARER
They
A post-presents party was held on the field in front of the Spartan
colleges Nancy Curtis president. Other , are Shirley Reith, president.
Of RED SHOES FAME
Friday at Havenly Foods for thc. Shop and an egg hunt in the Inner added to the Theta Chi pledge of Greek organization in
new officers are Roberta Evans,
today.
Joan Triplett, secretary-treasurQuad.
, roster.
_
brothers and their dates.
first vice-president: Patty Page. er; Mary Cobb, social
chairman
PI KAPPA ALPHA
"The Man Who Loved
second vice-president; Gaye Wig- and Mary
Kay alenett, panhelSix members of Pi Kappa Alpha
gins, corresponding secretary; Hel- lenic delegate.
Redheads"
will travel to Los Angeles this
en Capela, recording secretary;
seek end to attend the California
Joa-ce Newman, historian; and
district conventian The chapter
c)f aV7,^
Donna Evans, treasurer
Appointed officers are Ann
Garland, social chairman: JoAnn
Donahue, scholarship chairman:
Cprir*
Corinne Van Auken, grooming
chairman; Joan Whisnancl, waaFOR KENT
and means chairman; Sandy HaTreat yourself. Shave 25c
CENTS
ter and Jan Hawksley,
Furnished small apartment and
a
managers.
bath for two girls. Utilities paid
All
therapy major from
ran,
Robillard, Theta XI, by passing
One half block to college. CY
Barbara Grasao, philanthr.
WEDDING
Work
white candle at her sorority chairman; Joan Glogosky, pa:
2-1327.
Co
Trudgen
is
from
Sutter
Creek.
Supervised
CATANESLBARSOTTI
Ia
meeting Monday night. Miss Price amentarian; Ann Tibbetts, sat,
by Licensed
41 West San Fernando
Valerie Barsotti and Lester MAIN-LUND
Wee Terrace ha a two opening
music major and ard.s chairman; Atlene Flamm,
’
is
a
sophomore
Instructors
Lund,
1955
graduate
of
Gloria,
cpcn 9 to 6 Mon. thru Sot.
for earla, raom and board 177 S. Cataneae were married Jan. 28
Robillard is an industrial arts publicity chairman; Joyce Rod,
lath St. CY5-9619.
in San Jose. The new Mrs. Cat- SJS, has announced her engage- major.
’,Tues, activities chairman: A.
anese is a senior education major ment to Dr. Jackson Turner Main, MONTGOMERY-HEDGES
424 per mouth. Room and kitBecklund, gift chairman; p,.
is a senior business assistant professor of history at
and
Catanese
Lambda
Chi
chen prvilieea lor men Practically
Gayle Montgomery.
marie Pedone, senior panhellc
education major He is a member SJS. Miss Lund is a teaching ashis
pinning
to
"on campua" at 152 S 9th St.,
and Carole Luby. junior pana,
:astant in economics at the Uni- Alpha, announced
of Kappa Alpha fraternity.
Hedges. Phi Mu at the lemc.
Mason Manor
versity of California She is from Rosanne
SMITH-MURPHY
fraternity
house
Monday
night
Concord The couple is planning
Close to college. Large, clean.
GAMMA PHI BETA
Miki Murphy, junior speech aria
BALASSI-HALSTEAD
The Ineal Gamma Phi In
furnished apartment with bath drama major, and Gene Smith, a June wedding in Hancock Point,
Kappa Alpha.
Jim
Balassi,
Pi
Want four girl students 418 S. junior political science major. Maine
recently announced his pinning
8th St
Jenka
married Jan 27 in San Berna- MARKEE-RHODES
Stanna Halstead, Kappa Al1 dino
A Hawaiian theme complete i pha Theta Miss Halstead is a
FOR SALE
, with a hula dance revealed the Isophomore secretarial major from
ENGAGEMENTS
’55 Ed. Encyclopedia Britannic.,
engagement of Darleen Lucille Los Gatos and Balaasi is a vault!reasonable. 340 s 4th St , Apt STARK -1St ( KLt.
G:1111111a XI (.11,iptcr of 11
Rhodes to Airman 1st Class Walter
major from
28
With the traditional ialaats on Markee at the Gamma Phi Beta ’ ate busineas education
Chi will celebrate the 100th ..
i
Santa
Cruz.
the trumpet at midnight, Pat
iaversary of the fraterna
Offers
’53 Oldhunobile. turtor sedan, ex- Buckley of the Catholic Women’s l’house Monday night Misa Rhodes FARRINGTON-HILLES
founding on April 10 along v..
cellent condition 146 E. San Caris a sophomore K.P majar from
Cloc.s
laden
inside
balloons
engagement
Center announced her
los St . call 5 to 7 p m , reasonable
Castro Valley Markee, also from revealed the pinning of Dianne 116 other Theta Chi chapter:
to Noble Stark, Monday night.
Castro Valley, is stationed in Ber- Hilles, Alpha Omicron Pi, to La- I The fraternity was founded
freshman
busi’so ray-mouth. radio, heater, Miss Buckley LE a
Research Development Field
muda with the United States Air wrence Farrington, Kappa Alpha two cadets at Norwich Univet’
good mechanical condition. Call ness major from Los Altos and
Force.
. Phi at Georgetown University, in Vermont. In its century of
CA 2-6302.
employed
as
a
commercial
Stark is
HETTIG-HOLZGANG
Washington D C. Miss Hines is velopment Theta Chi has grim a
Deinse- 1854 Pontiac. Reimburse pilot in San Francisco. The couple
Anne Holzgang. Gamma Phi I a sophomore French major. Both to include 117 chapters, 90 of
are
planning
a
fall
wedding.
PROFESSIONAL GROWTH
owner for down payment of $1400
filch own their, houses.
, Beta, announced her engagement are frani Sall Dif‘go.
and take up payments. See car BOOMEIPHAVANAUGH
Seaman George Rettig Monday TORMEY-0DONNELL
42.non members.
Kap- to
Erin
Kavanaugh.
Kappa
:it 55 Rankin
night Mias Holzgang is a junior
A red rose revealed the pinning ’ A Centennial Canvention
pa GUMMI passed a candle at her
he held in Northfield, Verna,
11 Mercury Club Coupe. ex- sorority house Monday night to accounting major from Klamath , of Mary Pat O’Donnell, Alpha
Retirement Profit-Sliming Plan
Oregon Rettig, who la from Phi, to James Tormey. Delta Up- Sept. 3-8
cellent condition, custom Make announce her engagemeril to Fred
5.18 silon Tormey is a pre-law major
fla-k Zimmerman la Preala
Mountain
View,
attended
offer 433 S I 101 St a’V 7-9950. Boomer. Phi Sigma Kappa at the
the Nasty and and Miss O’Donnell is majoring of the local chapter which is
-- -- I University of California at Davis. before going into
WANTED
eat, I i1 12:1 S I 1th St
is now stationed in San Diego
in art Pio’’,
rrran
IThe couple arc planning to he SILVA-CARLSON
Gentlemen to share nice apart- married next February.
Your College Placement Office ho’.
Wendy Carlson recently anment with two college boys, $25 BERMUDEZ-BEARD
nounced her engagement to Lee
per month. 54,5-S 4th St
for
Personalized Service
1 Lola lice Beard, -Kappa Kappa Silva, Sigma Alpha Epsilon. SilMan to share room for two. Gamma, recently revealed her Va b a junior accounting major
San Jose State Students
and information regarding
roomy hout.c. kitchen, S. 20th engagement to Frank Bermudez Both Miss Carlson and Silva re! of Ediwanda. Bermudez is a graSt . CII 3-325o.
Jose
wedding plans
side
in
San
duate of SJS The couple are planare indeflnpoiN.
Riders wanted for Colorado or ning
June wedding
intermediate points over Easter TKUDGEN-EUDEEN
NIGS
N
AND
vacation. Phone CY 4-0213 after
The placing of a single rose cnArrELI «mit/
n
5 p m.
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Pi.
or write us direct at
in a vase and the passing of the
_
pinning 1.
,
traditional candle revealed the cently arm,
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